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3, 2, 1... SCHOOL!

The countdown is on. Students, parents and teachers are more than ready to get back to school. And we’re ready with more supplies, more deals and more inspiration to make this year the best it can be.
Let’s have a blast!

Ready for more?
Scan for videos, ideas and product info.
JUST CAN’T WAIT FOR CLASS

And they’re off! Back to school means back to friends, back to teachers, back to structure — the list goes on. As for that supply list? We’ve got your back.

MRS. TAYLOR’S SUPPLY LIST

- Backpack
- Notebooks
- Markers
- Calculator
- Water bottle
- Tablet
- Pencil box
- Erasers
- Scissors
- Ruler

Scan to find your student’s supply list.
Here’s to hallway hangouts, making memories and finally being back together. Oh, and having your own space for all your things. (Plus fun locker accessories to make it your own.)

“I learn better when I’m having fun. And friends bring the fun.”

— Quinn S., age 17
Westminster, MA

Get more than ready for school in store and at staplesconnect.com/possible
POPS OF PERSONALITY

After a year behind the Zoom camera, you’re ready to show off your style IRL. Find fun supplies to help you stand out like the star student you are.

COLOR COORDINATE
Pastels, perhaps? Mix and match, or choose one color and run with it.

GO WAY BEYOND BASIC
Jot this down: A little flair makes every day a lot more fun.

LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE
Every day can’t be all rainbows and stars. Or with these erasers, maybe it can be 😊.

MAKE A STATEMENT
We love a good inspirational phrase! (And a great tie-dye.)

FIND YOUR PURR-FECT BAG
In case you need another reason to look forward to lunch.

POLISH OFF YOUR LOOK
Personality isn’t just for supplies. Be you, no one else can!

KEEP ‘EM ALL SMILING
Enjoy good times with your friends. They’re lucky to have you.

Get more than ready for school in store and at staplesconnect.com/possible.
HANDS-ON LEARNING

You rocked virtual school, but nothing beats being in person. Kids learn best when they “do,” so we have all the tools you need to keep them engaged and having fun all school year long.

Color cues
Yellow banana = ripe! Learning about color helps kids with pattern recognition and meaning.

Engaging a child’s senses beyond auditory and visual cues helps them grasp a concept faster.

Get more than ready for school in store and at staplesconnect.com/possible
GET SMART

Art is gaining STEAM! Studies show it helps students be more well-rounded and strengthens creative thinking in STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering and math).

 BENEFITS OF ART

- Improves focus
- Relieves stress
- Builds empathy
- Encourages self-expression
- Boosts confidence
- Develops creative thinking

Get more than ready for school in store and at staplesconnect.com/possible
A HEALTHY HAUL

Fun faves? For sure. But healthy and safe supplies? (Think sanitizer, wipes, masks and antimicrobial products.)

Yup, we’ve got it in the bag.

It’s science

Antimicrobial lunch bags, scissors and pencils prevent bacteria buildup.

A tip with their name on it

Sometimes not sharing is caring. Stamp and label clothes and supplies to prevent spreading germs and losing their stuff.

Mine® Textile Stamp 24367369

Get more than ready for school in store and at staplesconnect.com/possible
TOP PICKS

21 DEALS FOR 2021

Ready, set, save! We’ve rounded up the lowest of the low prices happening all season long. Flip the page for more.

1. Staples® 1-subject notebook, 70 sheets, 1485056
2. Staples® Imperial Scale ruler, 2773034
3. Staples® cap erasers, 12/pack, 167601
4. TRU RED™ composition notebook, 80 sheets, 912462
5. Pep Rally #2 pencils, 8/pack, 2447315
6. Elmer’s® school glue, 4 oz., 346361
7. Crayola® crayons, 24/box, 299198
8. Staples® 2-pocket poly folder with fasteners, 24297309
9. TRU RED™ college-ruled filler paper, 120 sheet q/pack, 772966
10. Staples® wedge erasers, 3/pack, 271031
11. Mellow hand sanitizer, 2 oz., 24446814
12. Crayola® washable watercolor paints, 8 count, 738104
13. Staples® standard view binder, 1”, 82656
14. Sharpie® highlighters, 5/pack, 578169
15. Translucent pencil box, 825885
16. Crayola® colored pencils, 12/pack, 24430181
17. TRU RED™ ballpoint griped pens, 12/pack, 24328148
18. TRU RED™ colored pencils, 12/pack, 24444703
19. Sentry Twist wired headphones, 24448703
20. Expo® dry-erase markers, 4/pack, 379465
21. Sharpie® permanent markers, 5/pack, 303628

$99¢
$2
$188
$2.99
$97¢
$2
$4.99
$4.49
$50

Join Classroom Rewards today. Download the app.

20% BACK when you shop to give to your local teachers. Some exclusions apply.
MISSION: STUDY SPACE

A dedicated space helps kids focus. Whatever their passion, help them launch into homework by creating an atmosphere they enjoy spending time in.

I love a theme!
But interests change as kids age, so stick to wall art and other accents that can swap out easily.
— Sierra Baskind

Get more than ready for school in store and at staplesconnect.com/possible

In-store printing
From canvases to posters, we’ll turn their artwork into a work of art.

Office Star Desk
24468438

Union & Scale™ Essentials Chair
24398918

STYLIST TIP
TIME FOR A STUDY BREAK

School hard, play hard. A setup designed around their interests and hobbies is a great reward.

Tip: It’s easy to limit certain activities with the Productivity Cube timer.

Creative corner
Letting kids explore their artistic side helps develop imagination, build fine motor skills and confidence.

Desk and Chair 24468015
Easel 24468018

Get more than ready for school in store and at staplesconnect.com/possible

Level up
Gaming can improve memory, organization and problem-solving skills.
Desk 24468015
Chair 2710764

Love this poster? Talk to an associate in store.

Netgear® Orbi Wi-Fi System 2428175
WHAT’S YOUR SUPPLY STYLE?

- COOL COLORS: 51%
- PATTERN PARTY: 49%

LUNCHTIME!

- BUY IT: 68%
- BAG IT: 32%

HOW DO YOU STUDY BREAK?

- NEW DAY: 58%
- NEW ACTIVITY: 42%

ARE YOU MORE LIKELY TO...

- WRITE IT DOWN: 42%
- TYPE IT OUT: 58%

ARE YOU MORE LIKELY TO...

STAPLES POLL CALL

We asked our followers about their school day style and habits. Here’s how they answered.

INSTAGRAM CALL

Follow us on Instagram @staplesstores

Turn your words into art.
For inspiration, follow @leslie.writes.it.all, author of Modern Calligraphy

Easy art activity!
Kiddos will love this idea from @desireesiegfried
Scan to get started.
Welcome back to in-person teaching, face-to-face smiles and doing what you do best. You’re stoked, now let’s get you stocked!

Teacher Top 5
These picks from @thesuperheroteacher Brittany Jeltema are sure to save the day.

1. **Poppin® notebooks and sticky notes ball**
   “I have a ton of different projects going on and I like to color code my tasks.”

2. **Sharpie® gel pens**
   “The smoothest and most swoon-worthy pen out there!”

3. **Productivity cube**
   “A GAME CHANGER. Turn it on and get to work!”

4. **Ello ceramic coffee mug**
   “Easily portable, fashionable AND it is saving the environment from single-use cups.”

5. **Custom art printed at Staples**
   “It’s how I can achieve the classroom transformations I do.”

Teachers!
Get 20% off all your purchases from 7/1/21–9/30/21 when you join Classroom Rewards. Some exclusions apply.

Scan to download the app.

*Teasers from @thesuperheroteacher Brittany Jeltema are sure to save the day.*

1. **Poppin® notebooks and sticky notes ball**
   “I have a ton of different projects going on and I like to color code my tasks.”

2. **Sharpie® gel pens**
   “The smoothest and most swoon-worthy pen out there!”

3. **Productivity cube**
   “A GAME CHANGER. Turn it on and get to work!”

4. **Ello ceramic coffee mug**
   “Easily portable, fashionable AND it is saving the environment from single-use cups.”

5. **Custom art printed at Staples**
   “It’s how I can achieve the classroom transformations I do.”

*Teachers! Get 20% off all your purchases from 7/1/21–9/30/21 when you join Classroom Rewards. Some exclusions apply.*

*Scan to download the app.*
Once all the words have been unscrambled, copy each letter from the circles into the circles below to finish the phrase.

RIBDNE
ORFDEL
AERERS
XCPOEBNIL
KPACACBK
KARRSME
NAHPDEESOH
UBNLCHGA
YRCANO

ANSWERS:
BINDER • FOLDER • ERASER • PENCIL BOX • BACKPACK • MARKERS • HEADPHONES • LUNCH BAG • CRAYON

 Printed learning materials improve reading speed, retention and comprehension, and reduce mental and eye fatigue.

Did you know?

Printed learning materials improve reading speed, retention and comprehension, and reduce mental and eye fatigue.

MORE THAN

Start your next print project in store!
MORE THAN READY FOR SCHOOL?

Get inspired at staplesconnect.com/possible